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their abstraction possible. Moreover, this restriction to
one thema undoubtedly effects an enrichment of the
relevant associations and a firm , inner cohesion and in-
tegration of the complex ; at the same time, however, the
complex is shut off from all extraneous material and thus
attains an associative isolation, a phenomenon which Gross
(in support of Wernicke's concept) terms "sej unction."
A result of the sejunction of the complex is an accumula-
tion of groups of ideas (or complexes), which have no
mutual connection or only quite a loose one. Outwardly
such a condition reveals itself as a disharmonious, or, as
Grossl calls it, a " sejunctive " personality.
The isolated complexes exist side by side without any
reciprocal influence: accordingly they do not interpene-
trate, mutually levelling and correcting each other. In
themselves, they are strictly and logically integrated, but
they are deprived of the correcting influence of differently
orientated complexes. Hence it may easily come about
that an especially strong, and therefore particularly shut-
off and uninfluenced complex, becomes an " excessively
valued idea," i.e. it becomes a dominant, defying every
criticism and enjoying complete autonomy, until finally
it comes to be an uncontrollable factor, in other words,
' spleen.' In pathological cases we find it as a compulsive
or paranoic idea, i.e. it becomes an absolutely insurmount-
able factor, coercing the whole life of the individual into
its service. As a result, the entire mentality becomes
differently orientated, the standpoint becomes ' deranged.'
From this conception of the genesis of a paranoic idea
the fact might also be explained that, in certain incipient
i In another place (Psychopath. Minderw., p. 41) Gross draws a
distinction, rightly in my view, between the " overvalued idea " and
the so-called " complex with commanding value ". For the latter is
characteristic not only of this type, as Gross thinks, but also of the
other. The " conflict" complex has always considerable value by
virtue of its accentuated feeling tone, no matter in which type it may
appear.

